Learn about art, nature, and real world colors with Paint by Number Safari coloring series!

Each series includes a set of custom-made drawings of real-world subjects that are printed and embossed on heavy paper, making it easier for beginning and intermediate artists to learn and improve their skills.

The wide, solid, embossed lines identify the animal and the thin embossed lines depict color separation on the animal’s body. The dashed lines identify background images and solid raised areas identify parts of the images that are too small to fill with color. Each image includes fun facts about that creature’s life, including size, diet, predators, and environment, along with a specific color code for that creature.

Includes

• 10 raised-line art images with braille
• Fun facts about every subject, print and braille
• Color code

Recommended ages: 6 years and up.

To Order

Paint by Number Safari Series:
Tropical Rainforest 1-03934-00
Under the Sea 1-03936-00
Backyard Creatures 1-03938-00
Desert Creatures 1-03939-00

Please visit aph.org to order, to learn more about this product, or to find related products.
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